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P
overty is arguably the most pressing eco-
nomic problem of our time. And because
rising inequality, for a given level of
income, leads to greater poverty, the distribu-
tion of income is also a central concern. At the
same time, monetary policy is one of the mod-
ern ages most potent tools for managing the
economy. Given the importance of poverty and
the influence of monetary policy, it is natural to




poverty and inequality both over the business
cycleintheUnitedStatesandoverthelongerrun
inalargesampleofcountries.Ouranalysissug-
gests that there are indeed important links
between monetary policy and the well-being of
the poor in both the short run and the long run,
butthattheshort-runandlong-runrelationships
go in opposite directions. Expansionary mone-
tarypolicyaimedatrapidoutputgrowthisasso-
ciated with improved conditions for the poor in
theshortrun,butprudentmonetarypolicyaimed
atlowinflationandsteadyoutputgrowthisasso-




run. Monetary policy can affect output, unem-
ployment, and inflation in the short run. As a
result,ifpovertyandinequalityrespondtothese
variables, monetary policy can affect the well-
being of the poor. Furthermore, because unan-
ticipated inflation can redistribute wealth from
creditors to debtors, monetary policy can also
affect distribution through this channel.
In the first section of the paper, we provide
someup-to-dateestimatesofthecyclicalbehav-
ior of poverty and inequality. We confirm the
common finding that poverty falls when unem-
ployment falls. In contrast to earlier authors,
however, we find no evidence of important
effectsofcyclicalmovementsinunemployment
on the distribution of income. We find some
evidence that unanticipated inflation narrows
the income distribution, though we can detect
no noticeable impact on poverty. Finally,
using the Federal Reserves Survey of Consumer
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Website at www.kc.frb.org.Finances, we find that the potential redistribu-
tiveeffectsofunanticipatedinflationonthepoor
throughcapitalgainsandlossesareverysmall.
Because of the short-run cyclicality of poverty,
some authors have concluded that compassion-
ate monetary policy is loose or expansionary
policy.We,however,arguethatthisviewmisses
thecrucialfactthatthecyclicaleffectsofmone-
tary policy on unemployment are inherently
temporary.Monetarypolicycangenerateatem-
porary boom, and hence a temporary reduction
in poverty. But, as unemployment returns to the
natural rate, poverty rises again. Furthermore,
theexpansionarypolicygeneratesinflation.Ifa
monetarycontractionisusedtoreduceinflation,
the adverse effects on poverty offset even the
temporary reduction in poverty during the ear-
lier boom.
Inthelongrun,monetarypolicymostdirectly
affects average inflation and the variability of
aggregatedemand.Therefore,theimportantques-




long-run relationships in the second section of
the paper.
We use data for a large sample of countries
fromthe1970sand1980stoseeifthereisasys-
tematic relationship between poverty and the
variablesdirectlyaffectedbymonetarypolicyin
thelongrun.Wefindthatthereareindeedimpor-
tant negative relationships between the income
of the poor and both average inflation and macro-
economic instability. These relationships are
quantitatively large and robust to permutations
in samples and control variables.
Looking at the components behind the
reduced-form correlations provides insight into
thesourceoftheserelationships.Ourownesti-
mates and those in the literature suggest that
high inflation and macroeconomic instability
are correlated both with less rapid growth of
averageincomeandwithlowerequality.Wealso
findthatitisprimarilythelong-runlinkbetween
monetary policy and the behavior of average
income that is driving the negative correlations
of both inflation and variability with poverty.
Researchers and policymakers should obvi-
ously interpret correlations such as the ones we
report with caution. They could, for example,
result from some third factor, such as education
or government effectiveness, that affects both
povertyandmonetarypolicy.Nevertheless,they
are certainly consistent with the notion that
controllinginflationandoutputvariabilitythrough
sound monetary policy is likely to result in higher
incomeforthoseatthebottomofthedistribution
inthelongrun.Forthisreason,weconcludethat




improve conditions for the poor.
I. THE EFFECTS OF MONETARY
POLICY ON THE POOR IN THE
SHORT RUN
The channels through which monetary
policy affects the poor
Expansionary monetary policy raises both out-
putandinflationintheshortrun.Theseshort-run
effects of monetary policy can influence the
well-being of the poor through three channels.
First, and most important, the rise in average
income in a cyclical expansion directly reduces
poverty.Foragivendistributionofincomearound
its mean, an increase in the mean reduces the
numberofpeoplebelowafixedcutoff.Thatis,a
rise in all incomes together increases the incomes
of the poor, and raises some of their incomes
above the poverty level. Since expansionary
monetary policy raises average income in the
shortrun,thisisapowerfulmechanismthrough
22 FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF KANSAS CITYwhichmonetarypolicycanimmediatelybenefit
the poor.
Second, there may be cyclical changes in the
distribution of income. The declines in unem-
ploymentandincreasesinlaborforceparticipa-
tionandinrealwagesinanexpansionarelikely








lation. If this effect predominates, the income
distributioncouldwideninaboom.Inthiscase,
the benefits of expansionary policy to the poor
are smaller than what one would expect given
the impact on mean income.




real welfare benefits fell in the 1970s may have
beenpartlyduetoinflation.Thepensionincome
of the poor, on the other hand, is insulated from
inflation: well over 90 percent of the pension
income of the elderly poor comes from Social
Security, which is indexed (U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives, 1996, Table A-10). Finally, unan-
ticipated inflation benefits nominal debtors at
theexpenseofnominalcreditors.Ifthepoorare
net nominal debtors, inflation can help them
through this channel.
Withthesegeneralconsiderationsinmind,we
turn to the empirical evidence to examine the
impact of cyclical fluctuations and inflation on
poverty. We also examine these variables
impact on the distribution of income. Our
approach follows such authors as Blinder and
Esaki (1978), Blank and Blinder (1986), Cutler
and Katz (1991), Blank (1993), and Blank and
Card (1993). We differ from these authors in
focusing on the absolute rather than the relative
well-being of the poor, in emphasizing the dis-
tinction between unanticipated and anticipated
inflation, and in considering more recent data.




the impact of unemployment and inflation on
poverty and income distribution, we examine
the financial balance sheets of the poor to see if
unanticipatedinflationislikelytohaveanysub-
stantial effect on them through this channel.
Poverty and the macroeconomy
We examine the relationship of poverty with
unemployment and inflation in the postwar
United States. Because data on poverty and
incomedistributionareonlyavailableannually,
we use annual data throughout. Our basic
sample period is 1969-94; this is the longest
period for which all of the series we use are
available.Ourdependentvariableisthepoverty
ratethat is, the fraction of the population
living in households with incomes below the
povertylevel.Weusetheunemploymentratefor
men aged 20 and over as our cyclical indicator;




fourth quarter of year t. To separate inflation
into its anticipated and unanticipated compo-
nents, we use the inflation forecasts from the
Survey of Professional Forecasters (formerly
theASA/NBERsurvey).Specifically,ourmeas-
ure of expected inflation in year t is the median
forecast in November of year t-1 of inflation
over the next four quarters.
Charts 1 through 3 show the basic relation-
ships.Chart1isascatterplotofthechangeinthe
poverty rate against the change in unemploy-
ment. There is a strong positive relationship.
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relationship between changes in poverty and
unanticipatedinflation.Chart3,ontheotherhand,
shows a moderate tendency for poverty to fall
whenthereareanticipatedincreasesininflation.
Thecorrespondingregressionsarereportedin
the first three columns of Table 1. The regres-
sion of the change in the poverty rate on the
change in unemployment yields a t-statistic of




in poverty on the unanticipated change in infla-
tion produces a coefficient that is small and
insignificant. Finally, the relationship between
thechangeinpovertyandtheanticipatedchange
in inflation is close to significant. The point esti-
mateimpliesthatananticipatedincreaseininfla-
tionofonepercentagepointisassociatedwitha
decline in poverty of 0.2 percentage points.
Column 4 considers all three variables together.
Inaddition,becausepovertyfellonaverageless
rapidly in the 1980s and 1990s than in earlier
decades, this specification includes a trend. As
before, there is a quantitatively large and over-
whelmingly statistically significant relationship
between unemployment and poverty. The point
estimateonthechangeinunemploymentissimilar
to that in the univariate regression. The estimated
coefficientontheunanticipatedchangeininfla-
tioncontinuestobesmallandstatisticallyinsig-
nificant. The one important change is that the
coefficientontheanticipatedchangeininflation
is now close to zero and not at all significant.
That is, the multivariate regression suggests a
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1970
1985strong relationship between unemployment and
poverty, and essentially no relationship between
inflation and poverty.
The reason the univariate and multivariate
specifications yield different results for antici-
pated inflation is that anticipated increases in
inflation are correlated with falls in unemploy-
ment. When the change in unemployment is
omitted from the regression, the anticipated
change in inflation serves as a noisy proxy for
this variable. The result is a modest negative
coefficient. But when the change in unemploy-
mentisincluded,thenegativecoefficientonthe
anticipated change in inflation disappears. That
is, there is no evidence of a direct impact of
anticipated inflation on poverty.
Poverty has fallen relatively little since 1985
despite the large fall in unemployment. Blank
(1993) therefore suggests that cyclical expan-
sions may have a smaller impact on poverty
todaythaninthepast.Toexplorethispossibility,
were-estimatetheregressionincolumn4allow-
ing the constant term and the coefficient on the
change in unemployment to take on different
valuesbeginningin1983(thedatesuggestedby
Blank). This exercise provides no support for
Blanks suggestion. The point estimates of
unemployments impact on poverty for the two
periods are essentially identical (0.479 versus
0.475),andthet-statisticforthenullhypothesis
that the effect has not changed is virtually zero
(0.04). That is, the reason that poverty has not
fallen greatly in the past 15 years is not that
cyclical expansions are much less effective in
reducing poverty than before, but that other
forcesmost obviously the long-term trend of
rising inequalityhave roughly offset the
effects of the large fall in unemployment.
1
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Table 1
POVERTY AND THE MACROECONOMY
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Constant .01 .08 -.02 -.79
(.15) (.60) (.16) (1.39)
Change in unemployment .44 .49
(6.91) (5.71)
Unanticipated change in inflation -.04 .03
(.44) (.52)





2 .67 .01 .10 .75
S.e.e. .37 .64 .61 .35
Thedependentvariableisthechangeinthepovertyrate.Thesampleperiodis1969-94.Absolutevaluesoft-statisticsarein
parentheses.Income distribution and the
macroeconomy
Cyclical fluctuations clearly affect poverty
through their impact on average income. But
they may also affect poverty by changing the
distribution of income around its mean. To
investigatethispossibility,weconsidertherela-
tionship between income distribution and mac-
roeconomic performance.
We consider three measures of income dis-
tribution: the Gini coefficient for family
incomes, the fraction of income going to the
poorest fifth of families, and the fraction of
incomegoingtothepoorestfifthofhouseholds.
Thelasttwomeasuresdifferonlyinthepopula-
tion they consider: the family-based measure
is based on groups of two or more individuals
living together related by blood or marriage,
while the household-based measure is based
on all individuals.
For simplicity, we focus on the specification
likethatinourmultivariateregressioninTable1.
That is, we regress the change in the relevant
measure of income distribution on a constant,
the change in unemployment, the unanticipated
andanticipatedchangesininflation,andatrend.
Table2reportstheresults.Thepointestimates
suggest that unemployment has little impact on
income distribution. The estimated impact of
unemploymentontheGinicoefficientiscloseto
zero and highly insignificant. For the share of
income going to the poorest fifth of families, a
one-percentage-point rise in the unemployment
rateisassociatedwithafallinthepoorsincome
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Table 2
INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND THE MACROECONOMY
(1) (2) (3)
Change Change in lowest Change in lowest
in Gini quintiles share quintiles share
coefficient (families) (households)
Constant -.40 -.09 .00
(.43) (.58) (.04)
Change in unemployment -.02 -.05 .02
(.15) (1.99) (.95)
Unanticipated change in inflation -.10 .02 .03
(1.12) (1.08) (2.77)
Anticipated change in inflation -.15 -.01 .03
(.62) (.37) (.81)
Trend .02 .00 -.00
(.79) (.21) (.26)
R
2 .13 .29 .32
S.e.e. .57 .09 .08
The sample period is 1969-94. Absolute values of t-statistics are in parentheses.shareof0.05percentagepoints.Thisestimateis
marginallysignificant,butquantitativelysmall.
For example, this groups income share fell by
1.4 percentage points from its peak in 1969 to
1994. And when we consider the income share
ofthepoorestfifthofhouseholdsratherthanthe
poorestfifthoffamilies,theestimatesimplythat
an increase in unemployment is associated with
a slight rise in the poors income share.
While unemployment appears to have no
noticeable effect on distribution, the results do
suggest that inflation may narrow the income
distribution slightly. The estimates imply that
unanticipated inflation is associated with a
higher income share of the poor (by either mea-
sure) and with a lower Gini coefficient. How-
ever, only the correlation between inflation and
the income share of the poorest fifth of house-
holdsisstatisticallysignificant.Andeveninthat
case, the omission of a single year (1974)
reducesthet-statisticto1.5.Moreimportant,the
estimated coefficients are small. For example,
the point estimate implies that one percentage
point of unanticipated inflation is associated
withafallintheGinicoefficient(measuredona
scale of 0 to 100) of just 0.10. For comparison,
theriseintheGinicoefficientfrom1969to1994
was 7.70. Finally, the point estimates for
changes in anticipated inflation are similar to
those for unanticipated inflation. The coeffi-
cients are estimated less precisely, however.
2
Previous studies
Various other authors have examined the
impactofmacroeconomicperformanceonpov-
erty and income distribution using U.S. time-
seriesdata.Essentiallyeveryonewhohasexam-
inedtheissuehasfound,aswedo,thateconomic
expansions reduce poverty (see, for example,
Anderson, 1964; Perl and Solnick, 1971; and
Blank, 1993). And the results of Blinder and
Esaki (1978), Blank and Blinder (1986), and




Previous work has found a stronger impact of
unemployment on income distribution than our
results suggest (Metcalf, 1969; Blinder and
Esaki, 1978; Blank and Blinder, 1986; Cutler
and Katz, 1991; and Castañeda, Díaz-Giménez,
and Ríos-Rull, 1998). For example, Blank and
Blinder find that a one-percentage-point rise in
unemployment is associated with a fall in the
income share of the poorest fifth of families of




is the sample periods: increases in unemploy-
mentareassociatedwithwideningoftheincome
distribution in the 1950s and 1960s, but with
essentially no change in the 1970s and 1980s.
Previousworkexaminesearliersampleperiods.
Blank and Blinder, for example, consider
1948-83, and Castañeda, Díaz-Giménez, and
Ríos-Rull consider 1948-86. As a result, these
papers find a relationship between unemploy-
ment and the distribution of income. But that
relationship is largely absent when more recent
data are analyzed.
There are two other important types of evi-
dence concerning economic aggregates and the
welfare of the poor in addition to the U.S. time-
seriesevidence.ThefirstistheU.S.regionalevi-
dence examined by Blank and Card (1993).
Blank and Card investigate the relationship
between regional poverty rates and measures of
regionaleconomicactivity.Theyfocusontime-
series cross-section regressions that include
both year and region dummies; thus they do not
use either the aggregate time-series variation or
the overall cross-region variation in their esti-
mation. Their findings provide further support
forthepropositionthatincreasesinoveralleco-
nomic activity reduce poverty. For example,
theyestimatethataone-percentage-pointfallin
aregionsunemploymentrateisassociatedwith
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points. And they find, as we do, no discernable
change over time in the impact of economic
activity on poverty.
BlankandCardalsofindlittleimpactofover-
all activity on income distribution. For their
baselinespecification,theyfindthatachangein
a regions unemployment rate has virtually no
impact on the poors income share. When they
include control variables or use the growth of
median income rather than unemployment as
their cyclical indicator, they find that economic
expansionscauseaslightriseinthepoorsshare.
These weak effects arise from a combination of
two offsetting forces: the poors labor earnings
are much more responsive than other groupsto
overall activity, but labor earnings are a consid-
erably smaller fraction of their income.
Thesecondkindofadditionalevidenceisthat
from other countries. Guitián (1998) reports
time-seriesestimatesofinflationsimpactonthe
poors income share for ten countries. The esti-
mated effect is positive in four cases and negative
in six, and in most cases it is not clearly signifi-
cantly different from zero. Thus again there is no
evidence of an important systematic short-run
effect of inflation on income distribution.
Inflation and the balance sheets
of the poor
One of the most commonly cited effects of
inflation is that it causes redistributions from
creditors to debtors. Unanticipated inflation
reduces the real value of nominal assets and
liabilities. It therefore causes real capital losses
for nominal creditors, and real capital gains for
nominal debtors. If the poor are net nominal
debtors, these effects on net benefit them.
The income measures we consider above do
not include any capital gains and losses. To
investigate inflations impact on the poors bal-
ance sheets, we therefore examine the balance
sheetdatafromtheFederalReserves1995Sur-
vey of Consumer Finances. (These data are
available on-line from the Board of Governors
oftheFederalReserveSystem.)Specifically,we
examinethefinancialassetsandliabilitiesofthe
poor to see if they are likely to be affected sub-
stantially by unanticipated inflation.
We focus on the quintile reporting the lowest
total income. Some households in this group,
however,cannotreasonablybeconsideredpoor.
For example, some have very high wealth but
low or negative income for the survey year
because of large losses from their businesses.
Sincesomeofthesehouseholdshaveextremely
high assets and liabilities, classifying them as
poor would distort the averages severely. We
therefore exclude households with net worth
over$100,000.Thesearehouseholdswhosenet
worth puts them in the top 36 percent of the
population as a whole. This criterion eliminates
about 12 percent of the low-income households
from our sample.
Table3summarizesthefinancialbalancesheets
of this group. We divide financial assets into
three categories: transactions accounts, whole
life insurance, and other financial assets.
3 We
divide financial liabilities into four categories:
realestatedebt,creditcardbalances,installment
debt, and other liabilities.
Thedataconfirmtheconventionalviewthatthe
poor are nominal debtors. The average poor
household has $3,385 of financial assets and
$5,201ofdebts,andthushasnegativefinancialnet
worth.Andmostofthepoorsdebtsaremedium
and long term: the two most important catego-
ries of debt are real estate and installment debt.
But the more important message of Table 3 is
that the potential redistributive effects of unan-
ticipated inflation on the poor through capital
gains and losses are small. This is true in two
senses. First, the mean levels of financial assets
andliabilitiesamongthepooraretoosmalltobe




percentage points. Suppose then that inflation
over a 10-year period is 32 percentage points
higherthananticipated.Inaddition,supposethat
the real value of the poors financial assets is
fullyinsulatedfromthisinflation,whilethereal
valueoftheirdebtsfallsbyhalftheamountofthe
unexpected inflation; that is, suppose that the
real value of their debts falls by 16 percent.
Theseassumptionssurelyunderstatetheimpact
of inflation on the poors assets, and almost
surely overstate the impact on their debts. With
these assumptions, the inflation causes a real
capital gain to the average poor household of
about$800overthe10-yearperiod,orabout$80





few financial assets and liabilities at all. For
example, 56 percent have less than $500 of all
financial assets, and 76 percent have less than
$500 of financial assets other than transactions
accounts. Similarly, 61 percent have liabilities
of less than $500, and 89 percent have no real
estate debt (which is the only category that




cent of the poor with the highest debts are just
$1,372, and average financial assets excluding




computed above. We conclude that the tradi-
tional redistributive effects of unanticipated
inflation are of little importance for the poor.
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Table 3
THE FINANCIAL BALANCE SHEET OF THE POOR
Mean
Fraction with excluding
Mean positive amount top 10 percent
Assets
Transactions accounts $1,237 58 $342
Whole life insurance 729 13 13
Other financial assets 1,418 21 89
All financial assets 3,385 66 1,070
Liabilities
Real estate debt 2,660 11 9
Credit card balances 440 25 67
Installment debt 1,590 29 317
Other debt 511 8 0
All debt 5,201 50 1,372
Financial net worth -1,816
%Implications
Althoughthecyclicalbehaviorofpovertyand
income distribution is interesting, it is in fact of
littlerelevancetomonetarypolicy.Thereasonis
simpleandwellknown:monetarypolicycannot
cause a permanent boom.
To see the difficulty facing monetary policy-
makers who are concerned about the poor, sup-
pose that output and unemployment are at their
normal or natural levels, and that policymakers
undertake expansionary policy. The result is a
period of below-normal unemployment and
above-normal output. This cyclical expansion
raises the incomes of the poor and lowers the
poverty rate.
To gauge the possible size of this effect on pov-
erty, consider an expansionary monetary policy
that reduces the unemployment rate from the
naturalratetotwopointsbelowandkeepsitlow
for two years. Based on the estimates in Table 1
(column 4), such a reduction would lower the
poverty rate by almost exactly one percentage
point the first year and keep it at that level the
secondyear.Sinceareductioninthepovertyrate
ofonepercentagepointissubstantial,suchapolicy
would clearly benefit the poor in the short run.
Buttheboomcannotlast.Monetarypolicycan
push unemployment below normal and output
above normal only temporarily. The low unem-
ploymentandhighoutputcauseinflationtorise.
For example, using the usual rule of thumb that
unemployment one percentage point below the
naturalrateforayearraisestheinflationrateby
one-half of a percentage point, the two-year,
two-percentage-point reduction in unemploy-





makers are willing to tolerate the higher infla-
tion,alltheexpansionarypolicyhasachievedis
a temporary period of below-normal poverty at
the cost of permanently higher inflation.
A more likely outcome is that policymakers
willchoosenottoacceptthehigherinflation.In
thiscase,theywilladoptcontractionarypolicies
to bring inflation back to its initial level. The
result is a period of below-normal output and
above-normal unemployment and poverty. In
this case, policy has had no impact on the aver-
age level of poverty; it has only rearranged its
timing.
In addition, some recent evidence suggests
thattheoutput-inflationtradeoffisasymmetric:
above-normal output causes inflation to rise
more rapidly than the same amount of below-
normal output causes it to fall (Clark, Laxton,
andRose,1996,andDebelleandLaxton,1997).
In this case, the contraction needed to decrease
inflation is larger than the expansion that
increased it, and so the boom-bust cycle raises
average poverty.
We have described the dilemma facing com-
passionatepolicymakersintermsofthedecision
of whether to undertake expansionary policy in
an economy operating at normal capacity. But
the problem is general. Suppose, for example,
that concern about the poor causes monetary
policymakers to err on the side of preventing
recessions.Suchapolicyresultsinoutputbeing
above normal more often than it is below nor-
mal. Since above-normal output raises inflation
and below-normal output lowers it, the result is
thatinflationisonaveragerising.Butthenpoli-
cymakers are in the same position as before. At
somepointtheymustswitchtoapolicyofkeep-
ing output on average equal to normal. Thus a
policyoferringagainstcontractioncanproduce
at most a temporary period of below-normal
poverty.Andinthemorelikelycasewherepoli-
cymakerseventuallydecidetoreversetherisein
inflation, the policy does not succeed in lower-
ing average poverty at all.
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are not central to the question of how concern
about poverty and income distribution should
affectmonetarypolicy.Monetarypolicycannot
permanently reduce poverty and inequality by
creating booms or preventing recessions.
II. THE EFFECTS OF MONETARY
POLICY ON THE POOR IN THE
LONG RUN
The channels through which monetary
policy affects the poor
What monetary policy can control in the long
run is average inflation and the variability of
aggregate demand. These can affect the well-
being of the poor both by influencing long-run
growth and by influencing the distribution of
income.
High inflation creates uncertainty, generates
expectations of future macroeconomic instabil-
ity and distortionary policies, disrupts financial
markets, and creates high effective tax rates on
capital. It thereby discourages investment of all
types: physical capital accumulation, human
capital accumulation, innovation and research
anddevelopment,andforeigndirectinvestment
andtechnologytransfer.Asaresult,itcanretard
growth. Because macroeconomic instability is
alsolikelytodiscourageinvestment,itcanhave
similar effects. Furthermore, to the extent that
high inflation and high variability generate
uncertaintyaboutthereturntoproductiveactivi-
ties and increase the scope for activities that are
privately but not socially beneficial, they may
lower work effort and lead to rent seeking. This
can also erode a countrys average standard of
living.
High inflation and macroeconomic volatility
can also affect the poor through the distribution
of income around its average. There are at least
five channels through which monetary policy
can affect long-run income distribution. First,
theredistributionscausedbyswingsinunantici-
pated inflation directly affect inequality. Second,
the reductions in physical capital investment
causedbyuncertaintyandfinancial-marketdis-
ruptions raise the average return on capital and
depress wages; thus they widen the income dis-
tribution. Third, offsetting this, inflation may
shifttheburdenoftaxationawayfromlaborand
toward capital. Fourth, the uncertainty and
reduced effectiveness of financial markets
caused by inflation and macroeconomic insta-
bility reduce not just physical capital invest-
ment, but human capital investment. This
thwarts an important mechanism by which ine-
quality can be mitigated. And finally, inflation
and macroeconomic volatility may harm some
sectors of the economy disproportionately. For
example, they may be particularly harmful to
simplemanufacturingorexport-orientedindus-
tries. Depending on the relative position of the
workersintheseindustries,thiscaneitherincrease
or decrease inequality.
To investigate how inflation and macro-
economicinstabilityaffectthepoor,weexamine
the cross-country relationship between these
variables and the poors standards of living.
Becausetheeffectsofinflationandvolatilityare
likelytobegradualandcumulative,littlecanbe
learned from looking at variation over time
within a country. Across countries, in contrast,
thereisagreatdealofvariationinthelong-term
performance of monetary policy. Thus the
cross-country evidence has the greatest poten-
tial to be instructive.
We begin by examining the relationship
between the long-run performance of monetary
policyandtheoverallwell-beingofthepoor.We
then turn to monetary policys relationship with
the two determinants of that overall well-being,
theaverageincomeofthepopulationasawhole
and the distribution of income.
As is well known, cross-country regres-
sionsmustbeinterpretedwithcaution.There are
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andthesearchforusefulinstrumentsformacro-
economic variables has had little success. Thus
suchregressionscanshowonlycorrelations,not
causation. Nonetheless, we think it is useful to
ask how the poorest segment of society fares in
countrieswheremonetarypolicyhaskeptinfla-
tionlowanddemandstablerelativetocountries




income of the poorest quintile of a countrys
population.Wederivethismeasurebymultiply-
ing the average real income in each country
times the share of income going to the poorest
fifth of the population, times five.
The data on the income share of the poorest
fifth of the population come from the compre-
hensive database on inequality assembled by
Deininger and Squire (1996). This database is
the result of a careful and exhaustive search of
country-level inequality data. We restrict our
attention to data that meet Deininger and
Squires criteria for high quality: the data must
be based on household surveys and have com-
prehensive coverage of the population and of




Our empirical work focuses on data for 1988.
We choose this date on the basis of data avail-
ability: using more recent data requires large
reductionsinthesample.Inequalityandpoverty
evolve sufficiently slowly, however, that it is
unlikelythatthespecificyearweconsideriscru-
cial to the results. Thus our share data are for
1988wheneverpossible.Ifnodataareavailable
foracountryforthatyear,weuseascloseayear
as possible, but in any event not before 1983 or
after 1993.
Thedataonaveragerealincomeperpersonare
from Summers and Hestons well-known data
set. These data are described by Summers and
Heston (1991). Updated versions are available
on-line from the National Bureau of Economic
Research;weuseMark5.6ofthedata.Allofthe
real income data are for 1988.
As described above, we focus on two indica-
tors of the long-run performance of monetary
policy: average inflation and the variability of
aggregate demand. We measure inflation as the
average change in the logarithm of the GDP
deflator over the period 1970-90, and demand
variability as the standard deviation of the
change in the logarithm of nominal GDP over
the same period. These data are from the World
Banks World Data CD-ROM (1995 edition).
Weconsidertwobasicsamples.Thefirstcon-
sists of all countries for which we can obtain
data.Thissampleconsistsof66countrieswhen
we analyze the average income of the poor. The
second sample consists of industrialized coun-
tries.Specifically,weconsiderthecountriesthat
were in the Organization for Economic Coop-
eration and Development (OECD) as of 1973.
Thisisasimplewayofexcludingthelessindus-
trializedcountriesthathavejoinedtheOECDin
the past few years (the Czech Republic, Hun-
gary, Korea, Mexico, and Poland). This sample
has 19 countries when we analyze the average
income of the poor.





average inflation with demand variability. Both
plots suggest a negative relationship: the average
incomeofthepoortendstobelowerincountries
where monetary policy has produced higher
average inflation and greater macroeconomic
volatility.Bothchartsalsoshowthatthereare
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Chart 6
THE INCOME OF THE POOR AND AVERAGE INFLATION
EXCLUDING OUTLIERS
Chart 7
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Turkeya handful of outliers that are likely to be impor-
tanttoanyestimatedrelationship.Charts6and
7 therefore repeat Charts 4 and 5 without the




Again, both plots suggest negative relationships.
Table4reportsregressionresults.Column1is
a regression of the logarithm of the average
income of the poor on a constant and average
inflation;thusitistheregressioncorresponding




a country with inflation that is one standard
deviation (18.5 percentage points) above the
meanispredictedtohaveaverageincomeofthe
poorest quintile that is 25.6 percent below the
mean.Thatis,itsuggestsaquantitativelyimpor-





than average inflation; thus it corresponds to
Chart5.Againthepointestimateimpliesalarge
relationship. Aone-percentage-point rise in the
standard deviation of nominal GDP growth is
associated with a one-percent fall in the poors
averageincome.Thisimpliesthatacountrywith
demandvariabilityonestandarddeviation(26.7
percentage points) above the mean is predicted
to have average income of the poorest quintile
28.6percentbelowthemean.Butagaintheesti-
mate is imprecise.
Columns 3 and 4 exclude the outliers; thus
theycorrespondtoCharts6and7.Thepointesti-
mates rise sharply. They now imply that a one-
percentage-point rise in average inflation is
associated with a fall in the poors income of 9
percent, and that a one-percentage-point rise in
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Table 4
MONETARY POLICY AND THE INCOME OF THE POOR
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Constant 6.93 6.87 7.64 7.62 6.83
(34.68) (39.97) (16.99) (27.59) (29.73)
Average inflation -1.38 -8.58 .57
(1.68) (2.05) (.24)
Standard deviation of nominal -1.07 -11.18 -1.44
GDP growth (1.89) (3.70) (.87)
Outliers excluded? No No Yes Yes No
Sample size 66 66 58 61 66
R
2 .04 .05 .07 .19 .05
S.e.e. 1.23 1.22 1.26 1.16 1.23
The dependent variable is the logarithm of the average income of the poorest fifth of the population. Absolute values of
t-statistics are in parentheses.thestandarddeviationofnominalGDPgrowthis
associated with a fall of 11 percent. That is, the
resultssuggestthattherelationshipbetweenthe
long-run performance of monetary policy and
the poors well-being is greater at low levels of
average inflation and demand variability. As a
result, even though the standard deviations of
bothinflationandvariabilityaremuchsmallerin
the reduced samples, a country with inflation
one standard deviation (4.0 percentage points)
above the mean is predicted to have average
income of the poorest quintile 34.4 percent
below the mean, and a country with demand
variability one standard deviation (5.0 percent-
age points) above the mean is predicted to have
average income of the poor 55.4 percent below
the mean. Excluding the outliers greatly
increases the estimated coefficients standard
errors, however. As a result, the coefficient on
averageinflationisstillonlymarginallysignifi-
cant. But despite the rise in the standard errors,
the coefficient on demand variability is now
highly significant.
Average inflation and the standard deviation
ofnominalGDPgrowtharehighlycorrelated.In
thefullsampleof66countriesforwhichwehave
average income for the poorest quintile, for
example,theircorrelationis0.94.Asaresult,the
dataarenotabletodistinguishtherelationshipof
the poors average income with average infla-
tion from its relationship with demand variabil-
ity.Column5showstheresultsofincludingboth
variables in the regression. The standard errors
ofbothcoefficientsarelarge,andneitherisclose
to statistically significant.





address this problem is to add dummy variables




neurship. By including regional dummies, we
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Table 5
MONETARY POLICY AND THE INCOME OF THE POOR WITH
CONTINENT DUMMIES
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Average inflation -1.47 -5.71 -1.65
(2.23) (1.95) (1.03)
Standard deviation of nominal -.85 -3.80 .13
GDP growth (1.96) (1.64) (.13)
Outliers excluded? No No Yes Yes No
Sample size 66 66 58 61 66
R
2 .67 .66 .68 .66 .67
S.e.e. .75 .76 .77 .78 .76
Thedependentvariableisthelogarithmoftheaverageincomeofthepoorestfifthofthepopulation. Allequationsinclude
continent dummies. Absolute values of t-statistics are in parentheses.can eliminate the possibility that such differ-
ences are the source of our results. At the same
time, including the dummies has the disadvan-
tagethatwenolongerusethelargecross-region





5 The addition of the continent
dummiesdoesnotchangethebasiccharacterof
theresults.Forthefull-sampleregressions(col-
umns 1 and 2), the main effect of including the
dummies is to reduce the standard errors of the
coefficients on the monetary policy variables
slightly. For the regressions excluding the out-
liers (columns 3 and 4), including the dummies
reduces the point estimates considerably. They
are,nevertheless,stillquitelarge:forbothaver-
ageinflationandvariability,acountrythathasa
value for the independent variable one standard
deviation above the mean is still predicted to
have average income of the lowest quintile
roughly 20 percent below the mean. The coeffi-
cient on demand variability, however, is no
longerclearlysignificant.Andwhenweinclude
both average inflation and demand variability
(column5),weagainfindthatneithercoefficient
can be estimated with any precision.
Table 6 reports the results for the traditional
OECD.Againoutliersareanimportantconcern:
Turkeyisbyfarthepoorestcountryinthissam-
ple, and has by far the highest inflation and the
mostvolatiledemand.Thuswereporttheresults
both with and without Turkey.




mate is that a one-percentage-point rise in
averageinflationisassociatedwithafallinthe
poors average income of 7 percent. Thus, a
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Table 6
MONETARY POLICY AND THE INCOME OF THE POOR IN
INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Constant 8.87 8.71 9.12 8.49 8.84
(64.51) (48.90) (39.23) (22.94) (65.24)
Average inflation -6.74 -9.69 -9.87
(5.79) (3.85) (3.90)
Standard deviation of nominal -11.79 -5.98 7.76
GDP growth (3.46) (.64) (1.38)
Outliers excluded? No No Yes Yes No
Sample size 19 19 18 18 19
R
2 .66 .41 .48 .02 .70
S.e.e. .31 .41 .31 .42 .30
The dependent variable is the logarithm of the average income of the poorest fifth of the population. Absolute values of
t-statistics are in parentheses.country with inflation one standard deviation
(6.3 percentage points) above the mean for indus-
trialized countries is predicted to have average
income for the poorest quintile 42.6 percent
below the mean. The null hypothesis of no
relationshipisoverwhelminglyrejected.When
Turkey is excluded, the point estimate is even
larger.Itisnotaspreciselyestimatedasbefore,
but is still highly significant.
The relationship between demand variability
and the income of the poor in industrialized
countries, on the other hand, is not clear. When
Turkey is included, there is a large and highly
significant negative association. When Turkey
is omitted, however, the relationship is estimated
so imprecisely that a two-standard-deviation
confidence interval includes both very large
negativeandverylargepositivecoefficientvalues.
For the industrialized countries, in contrast to
the full sample, attempting to distinguish the
relationship of the poors incomes with average
inflation from their relationship with demand
variability produces a clear result: it is average
inflation that is associated with the poors
incomes.Ascolumn5shows,thepointestimate
on average inflation is large and highly signifi-
cant,whilethecoefficientondemandvariability
isnotestimatedwithanyprecision.Andexcluding
Turkey has no important effect on the estimates
or their standard errors.
Charts 8 and 9 show the source of the esti-
mates.Chart8showsthatthereisastrongnega-
tive relationship between the poors average
income and average inflation in the industrial-
ized countries either with or without Turkey.
Chart9,ontheotherhand,showsthatthereisno
clear relationship between the poors incomes
and demand variability in these countries beyond
the fact that Turkey has highly volatile demand
and particularly low incomes among its poor.
Weconcludethatthedatapointtoanimportant
relationship between the long-run performance
of monetary policy and the well-being of the
poor.Onaverage,thepooraremuchbetteroffin
countrieswheremonetarypolicyhaskeptinfla-
tion low and aggregate demand growth stable.
Therearetwoimportantcaveatstothisconclu-
sion, both of which are common to this type of
cross-country exercise. First, the estimates are
imprecise.Forexample,althoughthepointesti-
matesimplyalargerelationship,thedatadonot
provide compelling evidence against the view
that there is no systematic relationship between
the long-run performance of monetary policy
andthepoorsincomes.Second,theregressions
donotestablishcausation.Theremaybeomitted
variables that are correlated with the perfor-
mance of monetary policy that are, in fact, the
key determinants of the poors incomes.
For the conduct of monetary policy, the issue
of causation is in fact less important than it
appears. High inflation cannot be eliminated in
isolation.Ifthereishighinflationbecausealack
offiscaldisciplineorofaneffectivetaxsystemis
leading the government to rely on money
finance,forexample,reducinginflationrequires
eliminatingtheunderlyingfiscalproblem.More
generally, inflation reduction is often part of a
comprehensive package of policies involving
fiscal discipline, macroeconomic stabilization,
and microeconomic liberalization. If the pack-
age raises the standards of living of the poor in
the long run, the question of whether it was the
reductionininflationortheotherpolicychanges
that was key is of secondary importance.
Monetary policy and average income
As a matter of definition, the average income
ofthepoorisdeterminedbytheaverageincome
of the full population and how the poors
incomes compare with that average. Thus, to
investigate the relationship between the poors
incomesandmonetarypolicyfurther,weexam-
ine the relationships of average income and of
income distribution with monetary policy.
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30Of these two determinants of the poors aver-
ageincome,theaverageincomeofthefullpopu-
lation is by far more important. As described
above,theaverageincomeofthepoorestfifthof
the population equals the product of overall
average income and the poorest fifths income
share, times 5:
YY Q POOR =´´ 5, (1)
whereYPOOR is the poors average income,Y is
overall average income, and Q is the lowest
quintiles income share. Thus:
ln ln ln ln YY Q POOR =++ 5. (2)
Thevarianceofthelogarithmofthepoorsaverage
incomethereforeequalsthesumofthevariance
of the logarithm of overall average income, the
varianceofthelogarithmofthelowestquintiles
share, and a covariance term:
Var Y Var Y Var Q POOR () ( ) ( ) ln ln ln =+
+2Cov Y Q (,) . ln ln (3)
Computing the three terms on the right-hand
sideofequation(3)showsthatthelargemajority
of the variation across countries in the poors
average income arises from variation in overall
averageincome.Forourfullsampleof66coun-
tries, for example, over two-thirds of the vari-
ance in lnYPOOR is due to variance in lnY. Less
than one-eighth comes from variance in lnQ.
Theremainingone-fifthcomesfromthefactthat
the overall average and the lowest quintiles
share are moderately correlated.
Considering the possibilities for changing the
poors average income within a country rather
than examining the variation across countries
reinforces the view that average income is the
primedeterminantofthepoorswell-being.The
cross-country record provides many examples
of countries where misguided policies have
severely lowered average incomes and of coun-
trieswheresoundpoliciesappeartohavesignifi-
cantly raised average incomes. As Li, Squire,
andZou(1998)show,however,largechangesin
income distribution within a country are rare.
Thevariationininequalitywithincountriesover
time is vastly smaller than the variation across
countries, and statistically or quantitatively sig-
nificanttrendsininequalitywithinacountryare
uncommon.
Thus, for monetary policy to have an important
impact on the well-being of the poor in the long
run,itmusthaveanimportanteffectonthelong-
run behavior of average income. This relationship
between inflation and average income has been
the subject of considerable research (see, for
example, Fischer, 1993; Cukierman and others,
1993; Barro, 1996; and Bruno and Easterly,
1998). An examination of these findings pro-
vides an important check on our previous find-
ings concerning inflation and poverty. This is
especially true because studies of the general
inflation-income link can typically analyze
muchlargersamples:manycountriesthatdonot
keepstatisticsonpovertyordistributiondohave
income and inflation data.
The basic facts about the relation between
inflation and the long-run behavior of average
incomearesimilartothoseconcerninginflation
and the incomes of the poor. Lower inflation is
on average associated with higher growth, but
the data do not allow the relationship to be
pinned down with much confidence. Consider,
for example, a simple cross-country regression
of average annual growth in income per person
over the period 1970-88 on a constant and
average inflation over 1970-90 for the 104
countries for which we can obtain data on both
variables.Thisregressionproducesacoefficient
on average inflation of -0.022, with a t-statistic
of2.2.Thusacountrywithaverageinflationone
standard deviation (19.0 percentage points)
above average is predicted to have an annual
growth rate 0.41 percentage points below aver-
age. The findings are robust to the inclusion of
ECONOMIC REVIEW · FIRST QUARTER 1999 41continent dummies. Excluding countries with
high average inflation raises the point estimate
considerably; as in our other regressions, how-
ever, it also raises the standard error sharply.
Barro(1996)conductsamoredetailedexami-
nation of the relationship between the long-run
performance of monetary policy and long-run
growth.Hecreatesapaneldatasetof251obser-
vations by constructing separate observations
for the periods 1965-75, 1975-85, and 1985-90
for as many countries as possible. He regresses
growth in a country in a given period on its
average inflation in the period and a large
numberofcontrolvariables,includingmeasures
of physical and human capital accumulation.
Theinclusionofthecontrolsmeansthattheesti-
mates may understate the effects of inflation. If
inflation reduces growth by lowering invest-
ment, for example, the estimated coefficient on
inflation will not capture this.
Barros point estimates are very similar to
thoseinoursimplecross-section.Inhisbaseline
specification, for example, the coefficient on
inflationis-0.024.Becauseofthelargersample
andthecontrolvariables,however,thestandard
error is much smaller than in the cross-section.
In his basic specification, the t-statistic for the
nullhypothesisofnorelationshipisalmostfive.
Barro reports three other results of interest.
First,inhissampleitisaverageinflationandnot
variability (which he measures as the standard
deviation of inflation) that is related to growth.
Second, excluding the high-inflation observa-
tions has little impact on the estimates. In that
sense, the results do not depend on these obser-
vations.Butexcludingtheseobservationsagain
raisesthestandarderrorsgreatly.Asaresult,the
null hypothesis of no relationship can no longer
be rejected.
Barros final result concerns causation. He
proposes using dummy variables for countries
priorcolonialstatusasinstrumentsforinflation.
Former French and British colonies inherited
anti-inflationarynormsandinstitutions,includ-
ingthefixed-exchange-rateregimesofFrances
African colonies and the currency boards of
many of Britains colonies. The former Spanish
and Portuguese colonies had no such legacies,
and their inflation rates have on average been
muchhigher.Thus,priorcolonialstatusiscorre-
lated with inflation. Unfortunately, it may also
be correlated with factors other than inflation
that influence growth: the different colonizers
may have affected future growth in ways other
thanthroughtheirimpactoninflation.ButBarro
argues that it is nonetheless interesting to see
how using the measures of prior colonial status
asinstrumentsaffectstheestimatedrelationship
betweeninflationandgrowth.Theansweristhat
it increases the relationship slightly. Moreover,
these variables are not just proxying for Latin
American countries: adding a dummy for these
countries to the regression has no great effect.
Cukierman and others (1993) also propose
instrumentsforinflation.Specifically,theycon-
struct two measures of nonindependence of the
central bank: the fraction of political transitions
thatareaccompaniedorquicklyfollowedbyre-
placement of the central bank governor, and the
frequency of replacement of the central bank
governor in times of political stability. Both
measures,likeBarros,arecorrelatedwithinfla-
tion.Butthereareagainreasonsthattheymaybe
correlated with other determinants of growth.
For example, they may be higher in countries
where political changes are more disruptive or
theruleoflawisweaker.Nonetheless,theresults
are instructive: as with Barros study, moving
fromordinaryleastsquarestoinstrumentalvari-
ables increases the magnitude of the estimated
relationship between inflation and growth.
Thus, the data suggest that higher inflation is
associated with lower growth in overall
incomes.Moreimportant,twoattemptstotackle
the issue of causation find no evidence that this
correlationistheresultofomittedvariablesthat
42 FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF KANSAS CITYarecorrelatedwithinflation.Thatis,theyfindno
evidence that the correlation does not reflect an
effectofinflationonlong-rungrowth.Sincethe
growthofoverallincomeisthekeydeterminant
of the poors well-being in the long run, these
resultscorroborateourearlierfindingthatinfla-
tion appears to be detrimental to the average
income of the poor.
Monetary policy and income distribution
Theseconddeterminantofthepoorsaverage
incomeisthedistributionofincome.Asourfinal
step, we therefore examine the relationship
between the long-run performance of monetary
policyandincomedistribution.WeusetheGini
coefficient as our measure of income distribu-
tion.BecauseGinicoefficientsareavailablefor
slightlymorecountriesthanaredataonaverage
income of the poor, our primary sample in this
analysis includes 76 (rather than 66) countries.
Charts 10-13 show the basic relationships.
The first two are scatter plots of the Gini coeffi-
cient against average inflation and the standard
deviation of nominal GDP growth for all coun-
tries for which we have data. The next two
exclude the outliers. All four charts suggest
positiverelationships.Thatis,thedistributionof
income is less equal in countries with higher
average inflation and greater macroeconomic
volatility.
Table 7 reports the basic regressions. Column
1 shows that a one-percentage-point rise in
average inflation is associated with a rise in the
Gini coefficient of 0.2 points, and that the null
hypothesisofnorelationshipisrejected.Thisrela-
tionship is substantial. For example, a country
with average inflation one standard deviation
(17 percentage points) above average is predicted
tohaveaGinicoefficient3.3pointsaboveaverage.
For comparison, the standard deviation of the
Giniacrossoursampleofcountriesis10.6points.
Column2showsasimilarresultforvolatility.
A one-standard-deviation difference between
countries in demand variability (25 percentage
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Table 7
MONETARY POLICY AND INEQUALITY
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Constant .41 .43 .37 .39 .41
(27.07) (31.70) (10.85) (16.64) (23.57)
Average inflation .19 .64 .24
(2.79) (1.94) (1.22)
Standard deviation of nominal .12 .61 -.04
GDP growth (2.49) (2.35) (.27)
Outliers excluded? No No Yes Yes No
Sample size 76 76 68 71 76
R
2 .09 .08 .05 .07 .10
S.e.e. .10 .10 .10 .10 .10
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Chart 12
INEQUALITY AND AVERAGE INFLATION EXCLUDING OUTLIERS
Colombia Zambia
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)points) is associated with a 2.9-point difference
in Gini coefficients, and the null hypothesis of no
relationship is rejected.
Omitting the outliers greatly increases both
thepointestimatesandtheirstandarderrors.But
with the outliers excluded, the variation in the
performance of monetary policy across coun-
tries is much smaller: the standard deviation




in inequality associated with differences of one
standarddeviationinaverageinflationandvola-
tility are roughly the same as before. The esti-
mates imply that a country with average
inflation one standard deviation above average
has a Gini coefficient 2.5 points above average,
and that a country with demand variability one
standarddeviationaboveaveragehasaGini2.9
points above average. Both estimates are only
marginallysignificant,however.Finally,column5
shows that it is again not possible to distinguish
separaterelationshipswithaverageinflationand
with demand variability.
The results for inequality, in contrast to those
for the poors average income, are sensitive to
the inclusion of continent dummies. This is
shown in Table 8. The only statistically signifi-
cant result is that for the full sample, either
excluding or including variability, higher aver-
age inflation is associated with greater inequal-
ity. All the other estimates are sufficiently
imprecisethatitisnotpossibletorejecteitherthe
hypothesis of no relationship or the hypothesis
of a quantitatively important one.
Finally,Table9reportstheresultsforthetra-
ditional OECD. There is a quantitatively large




sion also includes variability. For variability, in
contrast, only the simple regression for the full
sample shows a significant relationship. In the
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Table 8
MONETARY POLICY AND INEQUALITY WITH CONTINENT DUMMIES
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Average inflation .12 .24 .34
(2.00) (.93) (2.29)
Standard deviation of nominal
GDP growth .05 -.10 -.15
(1.15) (.48) (1.59)
Outliers excluded? No No Yes Yes No
Sample size 76 76 68 71 76
R
2 .57 .55 .57 .54 .59





important positive relationship of inequality
with average inflation and demand variability.
This finding is consistent with the results of Al-
Marhubi (1997). Al-Marhubi finds a positive





Once again, the finding of a correlation does
notestablishcausation.Sachs(1989)arguesthat
inequality arising from sources other than mone-







Even with this important caveat in mind, we
believe this analysis of the correlation between
inequalityandmonetarypolicyprovidesfurther
corroboration of our key finding. Our analysis
shows that low inflation and macroeconomic
stability are associated with higher income for
the poor. While this correlation is due primarily
to the correlation between prudent monetary
policy and growth, the link is augmented by the
correlation between prudent policy and greater
equality.
III.CONCLUSIONS
Deriving implications about the impact of
alternative policies from admittedly imperfect
regressions is always risky. Nevertheless, we
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Table 9
MONETARY POLICY AND INEQUALITY IN INDUSTRIALIZED
COUNTRIES
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Constant .29 .30 .29 .35 .30
(19.07) (16.65) (11.11) (9.46) (18.60)
Average inflation .46 .55 .72
(3.41) (1.89) (2.66)
Standard deviation of nominal .75 -.45 -.69
GDP growth (2.12) (.48) (1.10)
Outliers excluded? No No Yes Yes No
Sample size 21 21 20 20 21
R
2 .38 .19 .17 .01 .42
S.e.e. .04 .04 .04 .04 .04
The dependent variable is the Gini coefficient. Absolute values of t-statistics are in parentheses.believe two conclusions about the interaction
between monetary policy and the well-being of
the poor are warranted.
First, our analysis suggests that the usual
emphasis on the short-run effects of monetary
policyonpovertyisfundamentallymisguided.It
is certainly true that expansionary policy can
generate a boom and reduce poverty tempo-
rarily. Buttheeffect is unquestionably just that
temporary. Monetary policy cannot generate
a permanent boom. When output returns to the
naturalrate,povertywillreturntoitsinitiallevel.
Moreover, the cost of such a boom is that infla-
tionispermanentlyhigher.Ifthehigherinflation
creates a consensus for tight policy to reduce
inflation, the resultant rise in unemployment
leads to a rise in poverty that offsets even the
temporary reduction generated by the boom.
Second, the cross-country relationship
between monetary policy and poverty suggests
that monetary policy that aims at low inflation
andstableaggregatedemandisthemostlikelyto
result in genuinely improved conditions for the
poor in the long run. It is, of course, completely
possible that the relationship between prudent
monetary policy and higher incomes for the
poorestquintilethatwefindisnotcausal.Never-
theless, we strongly suspect that the typical
package of reforms that brings about low infla-
tion and macroeconomic stability will also gen-
erateimprovedconditionsforthepoorandmore




lagged as well as contemporaneous changes in
unemployment and inflation; considering longer sample
periods (which requires us to not distinguish between
anticipated and unanticipated inflation); allowing the
effects of inflation as well as unemployment to change in
1983; and estimating the regressions in levels rather than
changes (and including the lagged dependent variable on
the right-hand side). In all cases, the qualitative picture is
the same: there is a strong relationship between
unemployment and poverty, and no clear relationship
between inflation and poverty. In two of the variants
(omitting the trend and including lags), there is a modest
tendency for increases in inflation to be associated with
increases in poverty. But the coefficients on inflation are
never significantly different from zero.
2Wehaveinvestigatedtherobustnessoftheresultsforthe
distribution of income along the same dimensions that we
examinedtheresultsforpoverty.Theseresultssupportour
findings that unemployment has no systematic impact on
thedistributionofincome,andthatinflationmaynarrowit
slightly.
3 The two most important components of our other financial
assetscategoryarecertificatesofdepositandthesurveys
residualcategory(whichincludesloans,futureproceeds,
royalties, futures, nonpublic stock, deferred
compensation, oil/gas/mineral investment, cash not
elsewhere classified).
4 As Deininger and Squire describe, the inequality measures
for some countries are based on spending rather than
income. We adjust these observations as suggested by
Deininger and Squire to make them comparable to the
income-basedmeasures.Specifically,weadd6.6pointsto
the spending-based Gini coefficients, and we subtract 1.2
percentage points from the spending-based figures for the
share of the poorest fifth of the population.
5 We use Summers and Hestons definitions of the
continents.
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